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Image: Nick Dolding/Digital Vision/Getty Images The Lion King hit the hit screen on June 24, 1994, and it was an instant hit. Disney knew it because the film was able to reduce its entire team of animators to tears of pride and joy, so before they released it, it simply screened the full opening sequence
inside. The team worked on each part of the whole thing individually and were surprised when they saw what they had created in their final form. The film is loosely based on the plot of Hamlet, Shakespeare's great tragedy, and while disney's ending was happy, it dares to tread very dark terrain along the
way. Disney eventually moved The Lion King to the stage, and director and fore-see Julie Taymore's stunning rendition became Broadway Behemoth, which has now sold for more than $1 billion. With Broadway and movie audiences in mind, Taymor made a smart move to strengthen the role of women,
including changing Rafiki from male to female and adding a number of nala. Some of the additional songs were the popularity of the film and the success of the stage show, which was added to subsequent DVD releases. The live-action film The Lion King, which debuts in 2019, continues to reign in our
hearts. Of course, Broadway shows essentially had to accept the unreality of humans playing animals in the state, but the new film, like the original, is full of very thorough research into the mechanics and anatomy of the animals it features. This means it's a great opportunity to re-get used to savannah
and rainforest dwellers. Can you determine how many animals are depicted in The Lion King? how much do you know about dinosaurs, what is octane, and how do you use proper nouns? Our award-winning website provides a reliable and easy-to-understand explanation of how the world works. From fun
quizzes that bring joy to your day, to engaging photos and engaging lists, HowStuffWorks Play has something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work and other times we ask you, but we're always exploring in the name of fun! learning is fun, stick with us! The animated version of The Lion
King debuted in 1994 and put a ton of magic in our lives and childhoods. Now the father/son story about love, loss and friendship is about to get a stunning live-action re-story. The 21st century version of The Lion King is scheduled to debut on July 19, 2019, and it will be glorious. This time, director Jon
Favreau is going to liven up the beloved story as Donald Glover as Simba and BeyoncéJames Earl Jones praised Mafasa, Chiwetel Ejiofall as Skar, Billy Eichner as Timon and Seth Rogen as Pumbaa. We were nervous about the film at first, but when we found out that Favreau was the genius behind the
2016 live-action The Jungle Book, watching the gorgeous trailer quieted many of our concerns. Still, watching the film's huge range and its all-star cast, how much does the live-action Lion King cost? $250 million luxury Lion King's budget has not been officially confirmed, but Marvel Studios boss Kevin



Feige seems to have slipped that the film has a $250 million budget, and every penny has been spent enough. Not only did Disney have to get the animation and music right, but they had to afford Beyoncé, so I'm sure it was a costly penny. The original animated classic cost Disney only $45 million and
earned nearly $1 billion at the worldwide box office. The Lion King's budget also gives Favreau a little more to play with, having had for the Jungle Book, which was a budget of $177 million. #TheLionKing. 2019. pic.twitter.com/UMJo18FwDt - Disney (@Disney) November 11, 2017 Disney's most
expensive movie 2019 Despite its massive budget, The Lion King is not Disney's most expensive movie of the year; its honor goes to Avengers: The End Game, which debuts on April 26, 2019. The final installment of the Avengers saga cost Disney $350 million to reach the big screen. It is set to be
Disney's most expensive movie of all time. Before this, the studio's most expensive live-action film was Pirates of the Caribbean: At the End of the World, which had a budget of $300 million. Meanwhile, their most expensive animation feature was the studio, a tangle that cost $260 million. This year,
Disney's most expensive animation features are Frozen 2, which premieres November 22, 2019, and Toy Story 4, which debuts June 21, 2019. Both movies have a budget of $200 million - not as expensive as the Lion King, but almost as much as the destruction of the budget. Disney has tons of movies
going down the pipeline this year, but I have to say we're most excited about the little lion who can wait to be king. Check out the cheat sheets on Facebook! The film has hit the headlines for its use of animation, from criticism that it's too realistic to show emotion, to deepfake technology that's being used
to correct CGI mistakes. But controversy aside, it remains an incredible achievement in terms of photouristic effects. When I spoke to VFX supervisor Elliot Newman at MPC's Lion King Productions, he was all too conscious of the grand creative venture he had perfected. This interview explores how the
film was filmed, including its approach to animalsAnd the tools used during the process. (For more inspiration, see our guide to the best 3D movies and see roundups of 3D models that you can use in your project.) In Lion King, where you click on the icon at the top right of each image to zoom in, MPC has
further refined its previous approach to character work (Image Credit: Disney) based at MPC in London, where Newman begins the conversation knowing that he serves as the center of the company's work on the film. The film's assets were built in a London studio and released at its Los Angeles
production base, where virtual production work on the film's shoot took place (under the direction of director Jon Favreau and production visual effects supervisor Rob Legato). The animation of the film was then made by Newman's team in London with input provided by MPC's Los Angeles and Bangalore
studios. Newman, who has broadly defined the set-up for the work, begins by tackling the underlying challenges of the proper epic journey of displaying this new version of the Lion King on screen. Just managing the fact that we are the only facility, it was very big for us. The expectations are incredibly
high and not that great. But it was super exciting and it's something special to be a part of. But the pressure of expectation was always high MPC revisited the classic design of the 1994 Lion King and realized it as a photo-realistic animated character (Image Credit: Disney) In the schedule of the project,
Newman started about two and a half years ago, did pitch work, and We discussed the process of filming approval. My involvement began with preparing a teaser consisting of 25 shots for the D23 [Disney Fan Club Convention] held in August 2017. That teaser was 90 seconds into the opening scene and
all the shots were in different locations, with different lighting conditions, all on a very quick schedule. Newman explains his today's schedule to production. He usually took notes with two or three production staff and met with one CG supervisor and possibly a lighting lead for a series of regular agenda-
based conversations. In addition, at the start of the film's studio work, Newman spoke to lighting leads and legatos every day. It's very difficult to come up with a way to manage resources, Newman observes, breaking down the scale of MPC's work on film. The amount of data organized, shared, and
iteratively processed between the MPC and its Los Angeles production site is immense. This ongoing shot shows the block and layout of the character animation (Image Credit: Disney) Critically, Newman explains that no motion capture was doneThe movie and all the characters are keyframe animated.
So the foundation of cinema in the longstanding tradition of animation is reset in the context of virtual production. The camera and focus pull movements were recorded from the virtual camera, Newman explains. We built a master scene and John [Favreau] put down his VR goggles and they solved their
shots. The pre-animation was processed by Maya and then exported to Unity, where when converting reality to rendering, we were always focused on simulating depth of field in the composition of the shot. This last shot introduces the sensibilities of live-action lighting applied to the environment and
characters by the MPC (Image Credit: Disney) In the virtual production process used for the project, Newman says, It was fun to see the filmmakers recognize this freedom and the physical constraints disappeared. But production would impose certain restrictions on creative choices in pursuit of
consistent authenticity. Newman explains that the MPC built the assets imported into the game engine, in which the layout and staging were determined. On the flexibility offered by the virtual production approach, Newman points out that it has allowed the MPC and their team in Los Angeles to make the
most minutes and subtle adjustments. If they shot something and weren't happy with some of the camera movement, Newman said, They can now work with layers alone. It's like visual dubbing. You can modify only part of the camera movement. If the movement was too exaggerated, you can adjust it.
The film introduces the deployment of MPC's own furtility software (Image Credit: Disney) When talking about MPC's toolset, Newman catalogs the studio's use of Maya (see best Mayan tutorial rundown), Nook (for synthesis), Katana (for lighting and look def), RenderMan, And as with previous research
on the latest iteration of its own fur simulation tool, MPC's Favreau, and previous collaborations with The Jungle Book, Newman points out that he and his team at The Lion King realized that they had to study the color of their hair and fur, up to melanin. Mr Newman continued: We're not a software
company, but we build around the software we use and we do interfaces. For example, I wrote many deep composite toolsets. With Maya, when you open it, it's built with an MPC for how to get data in and out of the pipeline. The environmental shots were informed by a research visit to Kenya (Image
Credit: Disney) When it comes to accessing and organizing reviews, discussions and materials to further develop, Newman explains wryly, It's all about data management. When reviewing shots, he notes, you can filter clips by shot number, discipline, and artist. Discussing the film's photo-realistic visual
language, Newman said, Jon Favreau's stfyDon't fall into the trap of over-beautifulizing everything. The sky may blow away, or it may become cloudy. We didn't overwork the shots and made sure John's realism and documentary quests were backed up with the visual sensibilities of Caleb Deschanel
(director of photography) and Legato. Newman describes in detail some of the nuances that the MPC has bringed to plates simulating the environment and natural light, showing the types of details they worked in. If we want, we can emulate the attenuation and exposure of the real sun and we put a
virtual camera (sunlight) on it to get the right Kelvin. We got quite a bit of technology and when we went to Africa we worked on correctly profiling and calibrating the camera to capture the sense of landscape there and capture the sun's exposure values. MPC Jungle Book (Image Credit: Disney) Kenyan
Shooting provided Newman and his team with motion reference material, still images and recordings of animal behavior. Additional reference footage of the animals was then captured at Disney's Animal Kingdom. No animals were placed in the scanning phase, Newman adds, explaining that for Favreau
it is essential that animals do not interrupt their activity when recording them. Given that films like The Lion King have the potential to inherit and push the envelope of the creative and technical achievements of previous films, the MPC's work on the film marks another watershed in the longstanding
relationship between animation and VFX. Film is a step towards a kind of filmmaking that continues to dissolve the line between pre-production, production and post-production. Are you ready for the pinnacle? join this February at Olympia London for the ultimate conference for 2D and 3D artists. Top
artists in film, games, VFX, illustration and animation will introduce you to how to make the best art. Click on this article for more information. This article originally appeared on 3D Artists.
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